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Yardi 
Best Practices 
You Need to Know

 
Even if you use Yardi as your real estate
management tool of choice on a daily basis,
chances are you could be overlooking a few
best practices intended to make your life
easier. 

You may feel like you have mastered Yardi
software, or you may feel like you have a
long way to go. But with such a robust and
multifunctional tool, there are always more
tips and tricks to add to your wheelhouse.
That’s where we come in.

Our team of independent Yardi consultants
at Saxony Partners has collectively decades
of hands-on property management
experience. After all ,  using Yardi software
every day is what inspired our Senior Yardi
Consultant Iris Esguerra to begin the next
chapter of her career in Yardi training and
consulting. Here are a few underutilized
Yardi best practices recommended by Iris
and our Saxony team of experts.

Use your documentation 
tools correctly.
Disorganization happens when you store
your documents in all the wrong places. 

Always use ‘attachments’ to store invoices,
correspondence, contracts, and leases,”
Esguerra said. “Use ‘memos’ to document
conversations between tenants and staff,
notes about a particular unit, and specifics
about incidences. Keep everyone abreast of
issues and important documents at your
fingertips.”
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"Disorganization
happens when you
store your
documents in all
the wrong places."
- Iris Esguerra

https://saxonypartners.com/here-are-three-reasons-why-you-should-choose-saxony-partners-for-yardi-consulting-services/
https://saxonypartners.com/welcome/
https://saxonypartners.com/from-yardi-implementations-to-krav-maga-saxonys-iris-esguerra-does-it-all/


Make sure to set up 
property attributes.
“Set up attributes to group properties,
territories, funding sources and other
identifiable characteristics,” Esguerra said.
“This will empower you to create custom
analytics based on your company’s set of
values.”

Use the report scheduler tool.
“Save time by scheduling specific reports or
report packets ahead of time instead of
running them on the fly, which can bog
down the system and interfere with
performance,” Esguerra said. 

“Reports can be configured, scheduled to
fire at specific dates and times, and sent
directly to users’ inboxes.”

Look to the training menuset
feature for guidance.
“For those that do not have eLearning or
feel comfortable allowing users access to
Client Central, Voyager has a training
menuset that can be added to any user
group,” Esguerra said. 

“Users can feel empowered and learn on
their own by watching short videos on most
Voyager functions.”

Admins: don’t forget about
security analytics.
Having trouble accessing crucial
functionality? You can diagnose the
problem yourself with this essential tool.

"The Permissions Exceptions report allows
admins to drill down to what’s causing a
user’s ‘access denied’ message by
providing the permission(s) tied to
functionality,” Esguerra said.

Yardi Consulting with 
Saxony Partners
If you find yourself struggling with Yardi
implementation, operations, or best
practices, sometimes it helps to have an
outsider’s perspective. At Saxony Partners,
we help our clients implement Yardi best
practices and maximize efficiency every
day.

“By training our clients in best practices,
we ensure that the Yardi system is running
at peak performance and our clients’
business goals and needs are met,”
Esguerra said. “Our team benefits from our
combined years of experience and access
to up to date Yardi education and training
materials. We can, in turn, share our
knowledge-base with clients.”

For more Yardi tips and resources, visit SaxonyPartners.com.



Yardi 
Add-Ons

 

If you work in commercial or residential
real estate, then Yardi likely serves as your
operational hub for property management.
But are you utilizing all of its features to
their full potential? 

Implementing add-ons can optimize your
business processes and make your day-to-
day life a little bit easier. Here are the top
five Yardi add-ons you could be using,
recommended by Saxony Partners’ team of
independent Yardi consultants.

Are you still shuffling invoices around for
approval? If so, it’s time to get digital! 
Yardi PayScan is part of the Procure to Pay
(P2P) suite, which allows for uploading of
invoice images and harnesses the power of
Voyager’s comprehensive Workflow and
Notifications application. 

Within PayScan, you can have different
workstreams for different types of invoices,
allowing you to get through the workflow
approvals faster and more efficiently. In
short: you save time – from invoicing to
payment processing.

“When you’re using a product like Yardi, it ’s
important to optimize and align your current
company goals with your technology,” said
Jennifer Vinyard, a Yardi Manager at Saxony
Partners. “This is where Saxony steps in to
help navigate this process and do the work
for you. Our Saxony Yardi practice team has
a wealth of knowledge on the PayScan and
P2P products and has been around to watch
them evolve from their infancy to the robust
products they are today. 

We have completed many new
implementations and optimizations of
PayScan.”

+
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1. PayScan

You Should Use
+

https://saxonypartners.com/saxonys-yardi-consultants-offer-a-variety-of-services-across-property-types/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jennifervinyard/


Is your accounts payable department
overrun with vendor calls? It’s time to offer
your vendors the same technology you offer
your staff and tenants. Let them submit
their invoices to you electronically and give
them insight to the status of those invoices
in the processing cycle. 

It’s easier than ever to stay on top of these
invoices because notifications are sent
directly from the vendor portal. VendorCafe
allows your vendors to upload their
insurance certifications, freeing up valuable
time for other work priorities. 
If you’re uncertain about the VendorCafe
learning curve, you are not alone. Saxony
Partners can help.

“We can provide support for updates,
settings, user changes, and general
troubleshooting or “how-to” questions,”
Vinyard said. “Our team has provided
detailed pressure testing on this product
and submitted several enhancement feature
requests to the developers while supporting
our clients through the beta testing.”
Our Yardi consulting team has extensive
background and expertise covering all of
the essential steps to success for using
VendorCafe.

“We have team members with accounting
and AP backgrounds who can assist with 

ensuring all vendors are following 
compliance regulations,” said Iris Esguerra,
Saxony Partners’ Senior Yardi Consultant.

“We have team members with accounting
and AP backgrounds who can assist with
ensuring all vendors are following
compliance regulations,” said Iris Esguerra,
Saxony Partners’ Senior Yardi Consultant.

With RentCafe, you can fulfill all your
marketing, leasing, and resident services
needs within one software platform. 
Online leasing allows prospects to apply to
homes on their schedule and book tours to
view the property. Tenant portal allows
residents to stay connected via
communications between each other and
the office, and it provides a convenient way
to put in service requests and sign lease
documents. Both portals allow online
payments, which keeps accounts
receivables low.  RENTCafé also captures
source data, which helps with marketing
dollars.

“Since our team members have used
products like RENTCafe on an everyday
basis from the client side, we can help
guide companies during setup to meet both
goals and best practices,” Esguerra said.

For more Yardi tips and resources, visit SaxonyPartners.com.For more Yardi tips and resources, visit SaxonyPartners.com.

2. VendorCafe

3. RENTCafe

https://www.linkedin.com/in/iris-esguerra-6b3402a/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/iris-esguerra-6b3402a/


Essentially, Fixed Assets helps you get
organized and keep track of everything in
one place. It’s helpful with maintenance
inventory, budget tracking, and staying
compliant so you don’t void any warranties. 
Fixed Assets improves logistics and helps
you gain total oversight of asset
depreciation. You can track depreciation of
asset values using configurable
methodologies to suit your accounting
structure. Integration with property
management workflows improves efficiency
because equipment can be easily tracked.
“Some of our team members have
backgrounds in accounting, finance, and
even maintenance,” Esguerra said. “Their
years in the field help them relate to our
clients better than competitors and ensure
their capability to put together a successful
plan for organizing assets.”

Are you struggling to keep up with your
leads, or losing traffic mysteriously? CRM
helps you maximize your marketing ROI.
Capture every lead and keep residents
happy with an end-to-end customer
relationship management solution.
CRM makes it easier to hold your staff
accountable and grow leasing. 
See the firsthand proof that your marketing
dollars make sense, and budget accordingly
in the future. 

With CRM, you can stay competitive in a
tight market where prospects have a lot of
comparable choices. 

“Saxony has been an instrumental partner
to our clients to help them though their
implementation process with Yardi,”
Vinyard said. “We do the heavy lifting on
your configuration settings and act as a
project manager to ensure the tasks are
completed on time and the project stays on
course.”

When you use the right Yardi features for
your unique business goals, you can
maximize your time and money. 
Wondering how to get started with any of
these Yardi tools? Let Saxony Partners help
you implement and optimize your Yardi
products and guide your business into a
stronger 2020. 

For more Yardi tips and resources, visit SaxonyPartners.com.For more Yardi tips and resources, visit SaxonyPartners.com.

4. Fixed Assets

5. CRM Are you using
these top 5 Yardi
add-ons?

"When you’re using a
product like Yardi, it’s
important to optimize
and align your current
company goals with
your technology,”
- Jennifer Vinyard

https://saxonypartners.com/contact-us/


Yardi 
Workflow

 

Workflows can make or break your level of
efficiency within Yardi systems. When your
workflow is running like a well-oiled
machine, you can streamline invoices,
payables, work orders, leasing, vendor
setup, and so much more. But when your
workflow experiences regular delays and
complications, things can quickly go off-
track and leave your office less efficient
than it was before. 

Saxony Partners’ Senior Yardi Consultant
Meagan Stuesser helps her clients improve
their Yardi workflows every day with
strategic recommendations and best
practices. Here are her thoughts and top
Yardi workflow tips to help you improve
efficiency within your organization. 

For long-time Yardi users, workflows are
just part of daily life. 

But Yardi newcomers might feel unsure
about how to automate these internal
processes. By definition, Yardi workflows
are simply settings surrounding
accountability for various user roles.
“Workflows are designed to streamline and
simplify the approval process,” Stuesser
said. “The most common workflows are
around Purchase Orders, Invoices, and
Payables. You can also build workflows
around items like work orders, vendor set
up, leasing, and the list goes on.”

One of the reasons workflows are so
convenient is because they can be
automated to help users complete critical
businesses tasks more quickly.
“Workflows can be automated when tied to
an expense type,” Stuesser said. “So
anytime a P.O., I.R., or Payable is created
with that expense type, it will automatically
attach the associated workflow and show
up in the workflow dashboard for the first
user in that workflow process.” 

Understanding
Yardi Workflows

Tips to Know

https://saxonypartners.com/yardi-consultant-meagan-stusser-embraces-saxonys-values/
https://saxonypartners.com/yardi-consultant-meagan-stusser-embraces-saxonys-values/


Don’t rely on email for 
your workflow.
To better understand what an effective,
highly-functional Yardi workflow looks like,
it helps to understand what makes a poor
Yardi workflow. One of the most important
Yardi workflow tips Stuesser recommends:
keep your workflow inside the Yardi system
and out of your email inbox. 
“Workflows can be created in a short
amount of time,” Stuesser said. “The most
time-consuming part is determining which
user roles and approval amounts need to be
involved in the process and testing. Most
companies have these guidelines set up
already, but the process is outside of Yardi.
For example, they might be using emails for
approvals. There is high risk involved with
relying on email. You could misplace or
delete an email which could result in delay
or items falling off the radar completely.”

Don’t overcomplicate 
your workflow.
Another thing to avoid when setting up your
workflows: too many unnecessary steps.
Keep things simple. “Having too many steps
in the workflows complicates the process,”
Stuesser said. “The order in which the
approval steps occur is crucial, so making
sure that the correct user roles are set up
in the most efficient order is key to a
successful workflow process.”

Choose roles wisely.
Workflows are meant to hold users
accountable for their part in internal
processes, so it is important to make sure
you have assigned the appropriate users to
each workflow. 
“Not having the correct user roles set up for
the correct workflows would be another
example of a poor workflow,” Stuesser said.
“You want to make sure that the users
included in the approval process have an
understanding of that process. For example,
you wouldn’t set up your Maintenance Tech
as an approver in a workflow designed for
Leasing and you likely wouldn’t include your
Senior Property Accountant in a workflow
designed for work orders.”

Update roles accordingly.
When staffing changes take place with your
organization, the role settings within Yardi
workflows can easily slip through the
cracks. Make sure you have a plan to
update user roles periodically as needed.
“Not consistently updating your user role
set up when turnover occurs or when a
user’s job responsibilities change can lead
to inefficiencies down the road,” Stuesser
said. “This could lead to workflows that get
“stuck” sitting with a user for approval who
no longer works for the company or with
someone who’s duties have changed and
they are no longer involved in that process.
Best practice would be to make sure there
is someone in place to take over any 

For more Yardi tips and resources, visit SaxonyPartners.com.For more Yardi tips and resources, visit SaxonyPartners.com.

Yardi Workflow Tips



workflows in process for the user that is
leaving the company prior to their
departure. An overall audit should be done
monthly to ensure all the correct users are
in place.”

Check your dashboard daily.
Even if you have your workflow roles
assigned perfectly, tasks can still
bottleneck if steps in the process are
ignored by key users. 
“Best practice would be that users check
their dashboards first thing in the morning,
at least once during the day (before or after
lunch), and prior to logging off to prevent
any delays in approvals,” Stuesser said.

Wondering whether or not you should bother
with these Yardi workflow tips? As Stuesser
explains, the benefits of an effective Yardi
workflow are numerous, and the alternative
can hurt your business.
“Delays in payments and repairs are just a
couple examples of how poorly designed
workflows can impact your business,”
Stuesser said. “If there is a delay in
payment, you will have upset vendors on
your hands that might refuse to complete
work on other projects until payment is
received. 

Along the same lines, delays in repairs that
need to be done can result in upset
residents.”

“Having your workflows through Yardi gives
you visibility of every step in the process
and all users can see where in the approval
process items are – which will then hold
users accountable for any delays in the
process. This is also a benefit from an
audit perspective as you can see the
process from start to finish.”
“Improvements in the process will then lead
to quicker turnaround times for payments,
repairs, leasing, and more.”
These Yardi workflow tips are only the
beginning. If you think your workflows
could use some improvements, Saxony
Partners is equipped with an experienced
team of independent Yardi consultants who
can help.

“Saxony can review your current workflow
designs and determine whether they should
be streamlined, simplified, or completely
overhauled to make your process more
efficient,” Stuesser said. “We will make
recommendations on which roles should be
involved in which workflow to ensure a
smooth process.”

For more Yardi tips and resources, visit SaxonyPartners.com.For more Yardi tips and resources, visit SaxonyPartners.com.

Benefits of 
Yardi Workflow
Improvements

https://saxonypartners.com/saxonys-yardi-consultants-offer-a-variety-of-services-across-property-types/


 
Training Tips

 

Approaching Yardi as a brand-new user can
be intimidating. Yardi is such a robust and
multifunctional platform with countless
modules and tools to help you manage
properties, create reports, and optimize
countless other administrative tasks. 
Rather than diving into the Yardi platform
headfirst and clicking buttons at random,
we recommend that our clients undergo
training with an expert. Our team of
independent Yardi consultants has helped
countless clients begin their journey with
Yardi on the right foot and quickly master
the skills they need to use Yardi effectively
every day. 
Here are some of the Yardi training tips
recommended by our experts.

Saxony Partners Senior Yardi Consultant
Iris Esguerra forged her career path over
the last 20 years by becoming an expert in
Yardi training. 

Before she was an independent Yardi
consultant, she spoke on a panel about
Modernizing Your Traditional Training
Program at Yardi’s annual YASC conference
in Washington, D.C.
According to Iris, there are a few key areas
where Yardi beginners should focus their
attention during training. These are her top
Yardi training tips.

System Navigation
In order to build a strong foundation for
understanding Yardi best practices, you
must first and foremost learn how to
navigate the system. 
“One example is the TAB key,” Esguerra
said. “It’s essential when entering data
across fields. It allows the user to move
quickly, and in some areas of Yardi it is
used to add additional data lines.”

System Flow
“It’s important to “read” the system –
understand how it flows,” Esguerra said.

Tips for Beginners
Yardi Training 

Yardi Y
Y

Y
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“You need to recognize what kind of
information you will find on the Dashboard
verses the left side menu verses the quick
bar.”

Tools for Self-Sufficiency
While you navigate throughout the system,
it helps to master some of the most user-
friendly tools. 
“Menu Search and Site Search are great for
locating specific functions or types of data
within the system,” Esguerra said. “The
HELP button is found throughout the system
and provides information on your current
screen.”

Nuances
Beyond the basic windows and tools, it
helps to know about some of the smaller
nuances to using the Yardi platform.
“It’s important to note that Yardi functions
optimally when Chrome is used,” Esguerra
said. “There are areas where clicking SAVE
then CLOSE are needed to save data.
Clicking “x” on a browser window doesn’t
disconnect your session fully. You need to
know how to address an inactivity window
when a timeout warning message comes
up.”

Module Uses
Finally, Yardi newbies need to comprehend
the purpose of each module. 
“There are job-specific duties defined by
each module,” Esguerra said.

“Let’s say you oversee AP and need to know
how PAYscan works. You need to learn how
an invoice is entered, how it moves through
an approval workflow and then how it
becomes a payable so a check can be cut.”

One popular buzzword you may hear in
conjunction with the Yardi training process
is “train the trainer.” But what does that
actually mean? It’s simple really.

“At its core, Train the Trainer is a technique
that allows students to acquire the
knowledge and skillset to train others,”
Esguerra said. “Train the Trainer attendees
already have a strong knowledgebase of
their duties and, much of the time, Yardi
itself.  These are the individuals that will be
learning the software at a deeper skill level
and will gain tools to train their peers.”

For more Yardi tips and resources, visit SaxonyPartners.com.For more Yardi tips and resources, visit SaxonyPartners.com.

Train the Trainer

"Training empowers
staff to perform their
duties in an accurate
and efficient manner.
It gives them a
running start and
saves a company time
and money down 
the road.”
- Iris Esguerra

https://saxonypartners.com/from-yardi-implementations-to-krav-maga-saxonys-iris-esguerra-does-it-all/


“While someone who plans to become the
resident Yardi trainer for their organization
does need to have a solid foundation of
knowledge about the system, they can fulfil
any role within their organization.
Train the Trainer has a connotation that
this is someone with Admin access to the
system,” Esguerra said. “This is not
necessarily true. For example, you can have
someone solely focused on training the
residential leasing process – they may be a
head leasing agent or property manager, not
necessarily an admin user. In a Train the
Trainer session we would have the trainees
work through examples themselves instead
of just showing them what to do.”

There are numerous benefits to Yardi
training from an experienced consultant.
You can circumvent repetitive issues,
prevent procedural errors that turn into
costly mistakes, and avoid frustration and
wasted time from guesswork.

“The system is not only a tool to push
efficiency but also an investment,” Esguerra
said. “Why spend thousands of dollars on a
system that no one knows how to use?
Training empowers staff to perform their
duties in an accurate and efficient manner.  
It gives them a running start and saves a
company time and money down the road.”

For more Yardi tips and resources, visit SaxonyPartners.com.For more Yardi tips and resources, visit SaxonyPartners.com.

Why Yardi 
Training Matters

On-Site vs. Remote
Yardi Training

Trainer teaches in person at
client's office.
Face-to-face engagement.
Hands-on learning style.

ON-SITE

REMOTE
Trainer teaches via video
screen.
Can invite as many employees as
necessary with email link.
Team members can work through
example exercises on screen
while colleagues watch.
More schedule flexibility, more
opportunities to break down
lessons into sections.

If your business is considering
Yardi training to better optimize

the use of your systems, weighing
the pros and cons for bringing a
consultant into your business or

working with someone remotely is
probably one of your top concerns.

 
Which one is better for your

business: on-site or remote Yardi
training? The answer depends on
your unique business goals and

preferred learning style. 



When was your last overhaul on your Yardi
security setup?  Are you doing everything in
your power to protect your company’s and
clients’ sensitive data? 

Many businesses don’t realize the full
extent of compliance regulations for data
until it ’s too late. At Saxony Partners, our
team of independent Yardi consultants can
guide our clients towards better Yardi
security that meets compliance and
protects their data against hackers or
ransomware.

Saxony Yardi Manager Jennifer Vinyard
knows how to better secure important data
immediately using internal Yardi settings
and controls. She recommends starting
security improvements by asking questions
about how you are managing your data.

“In today’s times we need to go beyond data
storage and look at compliance access and
change management,” Vinyard said “Do you
have your system configured to secure
access to data for only those that have a
necessary need to access it? Do you have
change management in place so a user
cannot complete fraudulent activity? Do you
have packages loaded to hide critical data
like Social Security numbers, date of birth,
driver’s license information, and credit card
numbers?”

Yardi

"In today’s times we
need to go beyond
data storage and
look at compliance
access and change
management,"
- Jennifer Vinyard

Security &
Compliance

Yardi Security
Concerns in 2021

https://saxonypartners.com/meet-yardi-consultant-jennifer-vinyard/


“If you are using the Yardi Voyager ERP
system on the current cloud-based SaaS
plan, then your data is stored behind
multiple layers of firewalls and intrusion
prevention systems,” Vinyard said. “You can
feel confident your data storage procedures
comply with PCI, SSAE 18 and Sarbanes-
Oxley regulations.”

According to Yardi Systems, their software
has inclusive and broad-ranging security
with granular settings, enabling system
administrators to create multiple levels of
access for users and user groups. 
In short: Yardi has built-in security
measures that will protect your data, but
only if you know how to use them correctly. 
“There are a couple of quick ways to
establish stronger internal controls, such
as reviewing User Security Analytic reports
to validate past or current period access on
posting transactions,” Vinyard said. 

“Setting a property or property list control
on each user will also ensure access to
closed properties or properties outside the
purview of the user is limited. Another tip is
to run the Security Permissions report and
do a quick high-risk assessment for key
control areas like posting rights, banks,
delete access, check/ACH processing.”

In order to ensure your Yardi security
settings are meeting compliance criteria,
Vinyard explained the importance of relying
on an experienced partner for guidance.

“Establishing the right security settings
takes time and forethought,” Vinyard said.
“Auditors want to see internal controls in
place, and beyond looking at your security
features they may want to test the security
settings ensuring users really don’t have
access to things that they shouldn’t have.
However, Yardi security goes beyond the
5,000 permissions in user group access.”

Vinyard points out that a consulting partner
like Saxony can help you optimize your
security using YardiOne, with stronger
password policies, SSO integration and
multifactor authentication. This ensures
that users are authenticated in real time,
and that users can only access data they
are authorized to see. 

Saxony can also help with permission and
group overhauls, as well as tightening
security in other areas. This includes
button control access, Charge Code/GL
security, or establishing workflows for more
oversight into approvals. Controlling which
data your users can access protects you,
your tenants and your owners.

For more Yardi tips and resources, visit SaxonyPartners.com.

Security Settings
Yardi 

Security Consulting



Upgrading from

A government housing authority needed to
upgrade from Yardi Voyager 6 to 7s so they
could continue receiving support and
implement new modules.

This client, a government housing authority,
reached out to Saxony Partners because
Yardi was about to end their support of
Voyager 6. They needed to upgrade to
version 7S and begin implementing some
new modules to help them maximize their
use of the software.

As a public housing authority, this client
typically works with housing vouchers and
low-income housing.

They had more than 30 housing assets to
oversee at the time of this project, and they
were in the process of adding new offices
and senior living.

The client uses Yardi on a daily basis to
manage these assets, but they were past
due for an upgrade. Yardi was about to
completely stop supporting Voyager 6, so
they needed to implement version 7S as
soon as possible. Without Yardi support,
they would not have access to any
enhancements to the modules they were
using every day. Once they upgraded, they
could begin utilizing some of the most
helpful modules, as well as improve their
reporting.

The client chose Saxony Partners above
other bidders to handle this upgrade
because our Yardi team demonstrated how
thoroughly we would handle the Voyager 7S
upgrade, improvements to their
construction module, and organization for
their chart of accounts.

Voyager 6 to 7S.

Here's how we
helped one of 
our clients 
Upgrade from Yardi 

Yardi Voyager 
6 to 7S



Defining Business Requirements
Since this was a non-traditional real estate
client, Saxony Partners compiled a Business
Requirements Document to better
understand their internal processes. Once
we had a thorough and complete
understanding of what their businesses
does every day, we were able to give them a
detailed analysis of where costs could be
reduced in order to free up funds for this
project.

We spent between 2 and 3 weeks on-site
with the client gathering information. Then,
we put together a proposal for the best plan
of action for tackling the Voyager 7S
upgrade, implementing the job cost, and
taking care of their chart of accounts. We
also advised them on dealing with inter-
company receivables, turning on inter-entity
accounting, and performing GL allocations.
We explained how these new features would
impact their reporting needs, as well.

Implementing Yardi Software
The process of moving the client from Yardi
Voyager 6 to 7S was multi-faceted. First,
our team had to move them from their self-
hosted Yardi Voyager 6 platform to a Yardi-
hosted Voyager 6. Once they were on the
Yardi-hosted platform, they were able to
upgrade to Yardi Voyager 7S.
We then helped the client configure both
the menus and security setup properly in
order to support the 7S features now
available to them. 

We executed the conversion data work that
is necessary for things to run smoothly. We
also oversaw their validation testing to
ensure the software upgrade was problem-
free.

Adding New Yardi Modules
Once the client was successfully using
Yardi Voyager 7S, we set them up to take
advantage of some new modules. We
assisted with setting up PayScan Mobile so
that their employees can use this feature on
the go. 

We also helped the client ensure they were
within compliance of government standards
for chart of accounts, made advancements
in their construction module, and set up
custom reporting features to meet their
unique needs.

The Result
Now that this client is operating on Yardi
Voyager 7, they will not have to worry about
their support from Yardi lapsing. They have
access to the full array of Yardi modules
and features, and they can better serve
their tenants.

Partnering with Saxony, the client tapped
into the vast resources offered by our
experienced team of Yardi experts. This
ensured that major software upgrades and
module implementations they needed would
happen on schedule, on budget, and risk
free.  

For more Yardi tips and resources, visit SaxonyPartners.com.For more Yardi tips and resources, visit SaxonyPartners.com.
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